We study precursor states of fractional topological insulators (FTIs) in interacting fermionic ladders with spin-orbit coupling. Within a microscopically motivated bosonization approach, we investigate different competing phases depending on same-spin and interspin interactions at fractional effective filling ν = 1/3 per spin. In the spin-decoupled limit, we find that strong repulsive interactions of already moderate range may lead to a partially gapped state with two time-reversed copies of a quasi-one dimensional Laughlin phase. This FTI precursor competes with an interleg partially gapped phase displaying quasi long-range density wave order, however it may be stabilized if interactions have suitable anisotropy, or are sufficiently near SU(2) symmetry, in leg space. When the FTI phase is present, it is moderately robust to small interspin interactions; these introduce competing partially gapped phases of orbital antiferromagnetic and bond density wave character. Performing a strong coupling analysis of the FTI precursor regime, we find that the main effect of interspin interactions is to induce correlated quasiparticle backscattering between the precursor FTI edge modes. Although this process competes with the topological phase, we show, by considering an array of ladders, that its influence may disappear upon approaching the two dimensional case. Considering time-reversal symmetry breaking perturbations, we also describe a protocol that adiabatically pumps 1/6 charge per half-cycle, thus providing a quantized FTI signature arising already in the single ladder regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of topological phases, characterized by topological invariants instead of conventional local order parameters, has widely extended the landscape of possible states of matter.
1-3 The study of these phases was reignited by the discovery of time-reversal (TR) invariant topological insulators, which introduced an unexpected cousin of quantum Hall systems, [4] [5] [6] [7] and highlighted the crucial importance of symmetries. This appreciation has led to a complete, symmetry based, classification of topological phases in non-interacting fermion systems.
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The presence of interactions greatly modifies the landscape of possible phases. In particular, interactions are often necessary for obtaining anyonic excitations, 13, 14 which in certain cases open the possibility of fault tolerant topological quantum computation. 15 The most well known example in this respect is the fractional quantum Hall (FQH) effect, 16, 17 arising in two dimensions. In addition to their anyonic quasi-particles, [18] [19] [20] FQH states are characterized by one-dimensional fractionalised states at their edge, 21 which in the simplest case take the form of one-way chiral Luttinger liquids. 22 These modes are robust against disorder as long as they cannot backscatter between different edges. 23 This inter-edge backscattering is usually prevented by the width of the sample, as the bulk of the system forms a gapped incompressible quantum state.
Given this picture, it is interesting that precursors of FQH states already emerge in quasi 1D systems such as two-leg ladders, the minimal departure from the strict 1D limit. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] In addition to being of interest on their own right, such ladder-based precursors may be also viewed as elementary building blocks of 2D FQH systems formed from an array of ladders, in a spirit similar to the coupled wire approach put forward in Refs. 29 and 30. While the existence of robust FQH states is well established both theoretically and experimentally, much less is known about the strongly correlated, fractional analogues of TR invariant topological insulators, i.e., fractional topological insulators (FTIs). Different studies on which FTI phases are possible in principle have been developed in Refs. 31-34 based on the existence of robust edge modes in the presence of TR and spin conservation symmetry. Results on the bulk stability of the systems come so far from numerical exact diagonalization, 32, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] which, by the nature of the method, is limited to small system sizes.
In this paper, we discuss a complementary approach to FTIs, centered on the emergence of FTI precursors in two-leg fermion ladders. Such ladders may be particularly relevant to ultracold atomic systems where, in addition to the great degree of control over interactions, a number of proposals exist for creating various FTI ingredients, including the spin-orbit (SO) flux via artificial gauge fields, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] and non-interacting topological states. 46, [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] Our results may, however, be also useful for solid state considerations, in particular if one takes the view that the ladders, as elementary building blocks, provide intuition about the prospects of 2D FTI phases.
The quasi-1D nature of our approach allows us to make progress in connecting phenomenological and microscopic considerations without being restricted to small system arXiv:1806.02874v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 7 Jun 2018 sizes. Of course, the price paid for this advantage lies in the challenge of extrapolating our results reliably towards the genuinely 2D scenario. Nevertheless, in an approach similar to that of Ref 29 and 30 , we are able to extend the discussion to two dimensions by coupling a series of one quasi-1D systems, [79] [80] [81] [82] and show that some of the shortcomings encountered in the quasi-one dimensional realization become less important towards the two dimensional limit.
In its simplest realization, the FTI state can be understood as originating from two time-reversed copies of FQH states. The role of the magnetic field is played by the SO coupling, which generates spin-dependent fluxes. The ratio of the number of fermions per plaquette n plaq (per spin) and the flux Φ per plaquette of the effective magnetic field defines a filling fraction ν = 2πn plaq Φ
, where Φ is measured in units of /e. (In what follows we use = e = 1.) In this work, we focus on the possible emergence of (precursors of) FTI states at ν = 1/3 per spin, the TR invariant analogue of the simplest, most robust, Laughlin state. Though this corresponds to the simplest possibility, understanding the conditions for its emergence and the competing phases depending on samespin and interspin interactions will already provide the first hint towards how fermionic FTIs may be created, and illustrates how quasi-one dimensional ladder systems may be utilised as a playground for studying two dimensional topological states protected by symmetries.
The paper is organised as follows. We start by introducing the microscopic model and its symmetries in Sec. II, followed by the formulation of its low energy description in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we discuss the phase diagram of the model starting from microscopics in the weak interaction regime and expanding to stronger interactions using bosonization phenomenology. In Sec. V, we characterize the FTI precursor from a strong coupling perspective. To simplify our discussion, we mostly assume the presence of an additional inversion symmetry. Departures from this inversion symmetric point are considered in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII, we discuss TR symmetry breaking perturbations, and propose a protocol that pumps a fractionally quantized charge per half-cycle in the FTI precursor phase. A discussion of extending our findings towards 2D systems is given in Sec. VIII. In the last section we present our conclusions.
II. THE SO LADDER
We consider a TR symmetric ladder consisting of two one-dimensional legs (legs labeled by β = {I, II} = {0, 1}) of spinful fermions with spin components σ = {↑, ↓} = {+1, −1}. We assume that each leg contains N leg particles per spin and has length L; there is a distance d between the legs and lattice spacing a in the direction of the legs. Furthermore, we consider that the fermions are subject to SO coupling that generates flux ±Φ per plaquette for opposite spins, and thus Φ leg = L a Φ 2π flux quanta per leg and spin. The filling fraction ν (per spin) is given by the ratio of particle number to flux quanta, ν = N leg /Φ leg = 2π N leg a ΦL . Consequently the density of fermions per leg per spin is
. In what follows we will be focusing on ν = 1 3 . The single particle Hamiltonian for the system is
with (usingĪ = II andĪI = I) 
Here, c is the second Pauli matrix.) The single particle Hamiltonian H 0 can be readily diagonalized in momentum space. The single particle spectrum is E r ± (k) = −t cos(k) cos Φ 2 ± t sin(k) sin Φ 2 + rα so 2 + t 2 ⊥ , (5) where r = (+, −),k = ka and k is the momentum along the ladder. The single particle spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 .
A. Symmetries
In the single particle Hamiltonian Eq. (1), the SO induced flux Φ is introduced via a (spin-dependent) vector potential aligned parallel to the legs of the system. This choice is convenient because allows us to diagonalize the noninteracting Hamiltonian easily. The physics of the system is invariant under changing Φ by a flux quantum: upon the combined change Φ → 2π and the gauge transformation c β j,σ → (−1) j c β j,σ the single particle Hamiltonian is unchanged. This gauge transformation also leaves invariant the electron densities and hence the interactions we will consider in Eq. (8) below. Given this symmetry, together with the invariance of the physics under Φ → −Φ, it is enough to consider flux values Φ ∈ [0, π]. The point symmetries of the model are crucial for establishing the various phases of the system. We consider two symmetries in detail: TR and 
with 1 1 2 the two dimensional identity matrix and A ⊗ B the Kronecker tensor product between A and B. In a system with time reversal symmetry, backscattering between Kramers pairs is forbidden. We will also consider inversion, i.e., the unitary operation that changes the momentum k → −k. In the momentum basis inversion I acts as
The microscopic model Eq. (1) is invariant under TR symmetry: keeping in mind that TR is antiunitary, one readily verifies that T H 0 T −1 = H 0 . For vanishing α so , inversion is also a symmetry of the system. The interactions that will be introduced below are also assumed to keep both TR and inversion symmetry. Although TR symmetry will be considered as an exact symmetry throughout the discussion, inversion symmetry is just a symmetry of the α so = 0 point, and it will be explicitly broken after the Hamiltonian H ⊥ so is considered. As a starting point, we consider α so = 0, and analyze the system in this limit, including interactions. The effect of α so = 0 will be considered in Sec. VI.
B. Interactions
FTIs are strongly correlated phases not adiabatically connected to a non-interacting system: their very existence hinges on the presence of interactions. To make the emergence of FTI phases possible in our system, we include interactions of the form ,m , so the interactions are not SU(2) invariant in leg space. This is the generic situation as the SU(2) symmetry of unitary transformations between the legs is broken already at the single particle level by SO and interleg tunnelling. 
For vanishing interspin interactions
⊥ and for α so = 0, the system forms two time-reversed copies of its spinless counterpart. For a certain range of the V s , V 40 and analytical approaches in strictly 1D spinful fermionic systems with a Zeeman field 91 or systems using (leg) SU(2) invariant interactions. 25 We will see that, even in this spin-decoupled case, our microscopically motivated approach will allow us to reveal novel aspects, including the presence of a competing interleg gapped, density-wave type, phase. The inclusion of the interspin interaction terms
lets the two time-reversed copies interact, resulting in a genuinely spinful physics. In many systems, the interaction between different spin components V d is naturally present, for example due to the overall density being the main channel for interactions. The robustness of the FTI state to interspin interactions is therefore a key question to address.
III. LOW ENERGY DESCRIPTION
We are interested in exploring the SO ladder phase diagram, and in particular to study the regime where the putative fractional topological insulator (FTI) appears. To prepare for this analysis, we first describe our model at low energies, which will serve as a starting point for developing a bosonization approach.
As mentioned above, we start with α so = 0. In this case, TR and inversion symmetries together ensure that the bands are twofold degenerate. We focus on small fillings, so that the Fermi level is below the avoided crossing at k = 0, i.e. the chemical potential µ satisfies µ < −t cos Φ 2 − t ⊥ (see also Fig. 3 ). The single particle Hamiltonian matrix is diagonalized by the unitary transformation
where the rotation angle α k is given by
and α
. The branches for the angle α k in (10) are chosen such that the limit of zero tunnelling is recovered.
The fields corresponding to the diagonalizing basis are
As we will be working at small fillings, we will eventually project to the low energy band, corresponding to the fields ψ − k,σ (see also Appendix A). We will be interested in the FTI phase at 1/3 effective filling per spin. For this filling, four Fermi momenta k R F,β , k L F,β exist. As a consequence of TR symmetry they satisfy k Fig. 3 ). For
the Fermi points are given by k
A. Low energy fermion branches in presence of tunnelling
The presence of fermion tunnelling between the legs opens a gap at k = 0 and k = π/a. This tunnelling also mixes the leg states into the combinations ψ In addition to the band projection, in our low energy description we will be focusing on the physics in a small energy window near the Fermi energy. Taking this window such that the corresponding window of momenta is much smaller than the scale on which α 0 k changes allows us to bring the rotation matrix U of Eq. (9) out of the Fourier transform, which simplifies going to the real space representation. We find, taking into account the contribution of the fields ψ 
with the angle α
. Here η = (L, R) = (−, +) denotes the left and right branches around k F while β = 1, 2 the valley around which the different branches appear (see also Fig. 3 ). Note that for weak interleg tunnelling there is an approximate correspondence between the valley and leg indices; this is however the opposite for opposite spins due to these experiencing the opposite Φ. Note also that as far as matrix elements between states involving excitations near the Fermi points are concerned, we may promote ψ σ,β,η to describing separate branches of excitations, e.g., with linear dispersions tangent to the low energy band at the Fermi points, as will be convenient for our subsequent bosonization.
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In terms of the branch decomposition (16), the fermion densities become where the tensors u, v are
Focusing on a small energy window around the Fermi points, also allows us to describe such branches using a continuum formulation of the lattice operators. We use the replacements (x = ja, a lattice spacing)
B. Low energy Hamiltonian
In terms of the low energy continuum description, the kinetic energy of the fermions is given by
where the Fermi velocity v F = ta| sin(Φ/6)| is assumed to be the same around all the Fermi points, which is valid for (t ⊥ /t) 1. We use this assumption for convenience (e.g., near t ⊥ = 0 connections to standard Luttinger parameters of bosonization will become available), but it is not crucial as long as the interleg tunnelling satisfies t ⊥ /t < sin 2 (Φ/2) cos(Φ/2) . For larger values of t ⊥ the states around zero lattice momentum become minimum in energy, invalidating the analysis as two Fermi points disappear.
Next we turn to describing the low energy form of the interactions. Our mapping between the microscopic interactions Eq. (8) and our low energy model will be in terms of second order perturbation theory in the interaction strength to bandwidth ratio. This implies that the mapping between the microscopic interaction parameters and the interaction parameters in the low energy model is accurate only in the regime where the microscopic interactions are much smaller than the bandwidth. The physics beyond this regime will be accessible to us only via phenomenological (but symmetry restricted) parameters of bosonization (see Sec. III D), though our microscopics will still provide useful qualitative guidance on the behavior of these as the function of interactions. First order perturbation theory involves matrix elements of the microscopic interactions between low energy states. These matrix elements are well captured using the branch decomposition Eq. (16) . The interaction Hamiltonian (8) in the continuum limit becomes
where the coefficients are (24) with the couplings Generally, such moderate range interactions result in effectively local interactions in the continuum limit with the couplings in Eq. (24) essentially being replaced by a delta functions V (r) →Ṽ (r) = (aV )δ(r) with strengths set by the Fourier components of V (r) at zero momentum and the various Fermi momenta differences. The results of this continuum procedure for the concrete interactions described above, and expressed in terms of the subsequent bosonization parameters, are given in Appendix D.
In second order perturbation theory, we find corrections to all the previously discussed terms. These corrections have their origin in the transitions to intermediate virtual states outside of the low energy window. Apart from modifying the interaction coefficients A ηη ηη ,σσ ββ γγ by second order terms, three particle (and higher) processes are generated in the low energy Hamiltonian. Of these
will be seen to be responsible for the FTI (precursor) physics, see also Appendix A. Such second order terms involve an energy denominator of the order of the bandwidth v F /a, hence generically they come with a coefficient of order aV 2 /v F , which in turn translates to couplings of order a 3 V 2 /v F in the local, long-wavelength formulation. In particular the coupling constant of the FTI operator B σ FTI is given by
Here c i are flux dependent parameters of order one (see Appendix B for more details). Furthermore, for weak interleg tunnelling t ⊥ t, we have g FTI ∝ t ⊥ .
C. Bosonization
We now turn to expressing the fields in terms of bosonization. In a long-wavelength description near the Fermi energy, we have eight fields (labelled by spin σ = (↑ , ↓), valley α = (1, 2), and chirality η = (L, R) = (−, +)). In bosonization these are given by
where κ η σ,α is a Klein factor ensuring the anticommutation of different fermions (see Appendix C). The commutation relations of the bosonic fields are
with σ 3 the diagonal Pauli matrix. In our notation, the bosonized form of the small wavevector component of the particle ("charge") density operator reads
Note that in contrast to existing descriptions of Laughlin ladders, 24,25,27 we do not include higher harmonics in the bosonization formula Eq. (27) . Instead, as mentioned above, we assume that focusing on the physics sufficiently close to the Fermi momenta, one may replace the dispersion with unbounded branches extending the low energy window, in which case Eq. (27) becomes exact. 92, 93 The contributions that would be generated phenomenologically by harmonics are obtained using perturbation theory; this approach helps us keeping the microscopic origin of various terms transparent, and highlight, even beyond the weak interaction limit, the presence of interrelations between various bosonization parameters. The kinetic energy (22) in terms of our low energy bosonic description is given by
Introducing the vector of bosonic fields φ = (φ ↑ , φ ↓ ) where
we find that TR symmetry in this basis acts as
with σ 1 the first Pauli matrix and t the constant vector t T = (0, 0, 0, 0, π, π, π, π). Note that as TR flips momentum, it acts non-trivially on the valley index. Inversion symmetry, on the other hand, acts as
D. Forward scattering terms and Luttinger parameters
The different processes induced by the interactions become either quadratic terms in the bosonic representation, or cosine nonlinear operators in the boson fields. The quadratic bosonic Hamiltonian, together with the quadratic terms from the kinetic energy, are encoded in the forward scattering matrix M. This matrix determines the Luttinger parameters of the system [93] [94] [95] and the fate of the nonlinear operators under scale renormalization. We will be comparing the relevance of the different operators under the renormalization group (RG) to determine the different phases of the system.
The quadratic sector of the Hamiltonian is
with the symmetric
The forward interaction matrices V, W have the the most general structure allowed by time reversal and inversion symmetry. Note that a 4 × 4 real symmetric matrix is specified in general by 10 parameters. The symmetries impose relations between them, leaving just six independent parameters. By the unitary transformation S = σ3⊗1 12+σ1⊗σ1 √ 2 , the matrices V and W can be put in a block diagonal form, composed of two 2 × 2 symmetric matrices. These sub-matrices are independent, corresponding to the 6 different parameters. The relationship between the microscopic parameters and f mn , g mn , h mn ,h mn for weak interactions is given in Appendix D.
We will also make use of a number of simplifications that arise for t ⊥ t. As established explicitly in App. D for weak interactions, the first small t ⊥ correction to the forward scattering parameters is of order (t ⊥ /t) 2 . This, however, should be a generic feature valid also for strong interactions, because forward scattering conserves the number of particles in a given leg while O(t ⊥ ) processes involve a single interleg tunnelling event. Working to linear order in t ⊥ (where the FTI term is already operative), the forward scattering part can thus be taken at t ⊥ = 0. In this case, the theory has an additional reflection symmetry in each leg separately, which ensures that f 11 = f 22 ≡ f , g 11 = g 22 ≡ g, h 11 = h 22 ≡ h and h 11 =h 22 ≡h. This allows one to discuss the physics, including the qualitative behavior away from weak interactions, in terms of simple Luttinger parameters summarized in App. D and Eqs. (82) (83) , below. In particular, for h =h = 0 we recover the familiar charge Luttinger parameter K ρ and the leg analogue, K β , of the spin Luttinger parameter, given by
Note that the quadratic Hamiltonian defines a quadratic action, which is invariant under scale transformations, i.e. an action that does not change if we change (x, t) to (x , t ) = λ(x, t). Under a scale transformation this is a fixed point. In the next section we will see how the inclusion of non-quadratic terms changes this picture.
E. Interaction operators and scaling dimensions
The presence of interactions also generates cosine terms in the bosonic description. The only terms that may affect the low energy description are the ones allowed by momentum conservation. The momentum nonconserving terms acquire an oscillation with wavelength 1/k F , which averages out the operators at large distances. The remaining terms appear in the Hamiltonian as
where the operators O i correspond either to same-spin interactions or opposite spin interactions. The strength of interactions isḡ i . The different O i terms are generally combinations of exponentials in the bosonic fields. The Klein factors that appear from bosonization are not dynamical and can be dealt appropriately, as shown in the Appendix C. These exponential terms, viewed as perturbations to the Gaussian Hamiltonian (33) , induce an RG flow of the parameters after integrating out short distance degrees of freedom, as the system is not scale invariant anymore. As we are interested in a low energy, long-wavelength theory, we will analyze how the system changes as we approach the physics of longer and longer lengthscales. To first order in the couplingsḡ i , the RG flow can be determined by the behavior of the action under a scale transformation (x, t) → (x , t ) = λ(x, t), (λ is usually parameterized as λ = e ). 96, 97 The action transforms as
where we have characterized the change of the operators O i by their scaling dimensions ∆ i . In particular, using the parameterization λ = e , we find that the coupling constantsḡ i satisfy the RG equation
We see that if ∆ i < 2, the coupling constant of the operator O i grows larger under scale transformation, which renders it relevant to the physics at low energies, large wavelengths. Operators of this type are dubbed relevant in the RG sense. On the other hand, operators whose scaling dimension is larger than 2, are dubbed irrelevant in RG sense. For a given operator O i the value of the scaling dimension ∆ i is set by the quadratic term S quad . To first order inḡ i , this term does not change under the RG transformation, and hence neither do the scaling dimensions.
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Such first order RG equations are sufficient whereḡ i are sufficiently weak and ∆ i is sufficiently away from 2. It may, however, happen that these two conditions are not independent, e.g., for weak interactions ifḡ i , similarly to the forward scattering parameters, is first order in interactions and cannot be suppressed, e.g., by small t ⊥ . In this case, the RG has to be taken at second order,
where g i now include not only exponentials but also corrections to the forward scattering terms, which thus also flow. The coefficient matrix C ijk is set by the behaviour of products of operators under a short distance expansion, i.e., the operator product expansion. We now focus on the scaling dimensions of the different O i operators, which are determined by the quadratic part of the action
where the symmetric matrix K encodes the commutation relations of the fields. 98 In the basis of chiral fields (30) , it corresponds to K = −1 1 N ⊗ σ 3 for N right and N left movers, with 1 1 N the N × N identity matrix and σ 3 is a left-right mover grading. Given the action (40), the operator O η = e iη T φ has scaling dimension ∆ η = η T Λη, where Λ is the matrix
with |B| ≡ √ B † B the absolute value of the matrix B (see Appendix F for a derivation of this result). Parameterizing the forward scattering matrix as M = v F 1 1 + 1 4π V we can expand the scaling dimension matrix to first order in V/v F . We obtain for N legs
Below we summarize the four-fermion and six-fermion processes arising in our problem and calculate their scaling dimensions. (Though eight-fermion processes also arise from second order perturbation theory, we do not detail these as they are expected to be less relevant under RG than four-and six-fermion terms.) While explicit links between these and microscopics we can obtain only for weak interactions, the expressions we provide for the scaling dimensions will be in terms of the general forward scattering parameters f , g hh and in terms of Eq. (41), thus being valid beyond the weakly interacting regime.
Four fermion processes
It is useful to define the slow modes around the Fermi points as
To first order in the interaction couplings, the interaction terms proportional to V s ,⊥ between alike spins result in one cosine term,
Including also the corrections to the same process from second order perturbation theory, O s 1σ has coupling constant withḡ
The coefficients c s i are functions of the flux and of order one (see also Appendix B for a detailed discussion of this prefactor).
The interaction terms that appear in the case of nonvanishing interactions between different spin components
and
The coefficients of these interactions arē
where the coefficients c 
The Luttinger parameters K ± rs and angles ζ 
with a, b = +, −, such that ∆ 
The scaling dimensions of the different operators satisfy the following relations
At second order perturbation theory in the interactions, in addition to the correction to the forward scattering parameters and the four fermion couplings mentioned above, two sets of six fermion operators appear involving same or different spin components. We discuss first the cosine terms that appear from the interaction of alike spins. Among these, the terms
are all related to the first order operator O s 1σ by the insertion of a density operator at some of the Fermi points. The scaling dimension of such operators is then ∆ 
which we introduced earlier in (25) in terms of the fermionic degrees of freedom ψ. The scaling dimension of these operators is independent of the spin σ and given by
with tan = 4/3.
The bare coupling for O σ FTI is
with c i ∼ O(1) being functions of the flux (and ∝ t ⊥ if interleg tunnelling is weak). The full expression can be seen in Appendix B.
The last pair of operators of a single spin species are
with scaling dimension ∆ Similar to the case of interactions between alike spins considered above, some of the second order terms containing both species are just density insertions on top of the first order terms. All these terms have scaling dimension larger by one than the corresponding first order process to which they are related. This implies that they are always less relevant in RG sense than they first order counterparts. For this reason we do not consider them. The processes that are not just insertions of density op-erators on the lowest order terms are
. (76) These operators are related by TR symmetry as
Inversion symmetry, on the other hand, relates them as
These symmetries split the operators above into two families {I, II} in terms of scaling dimensions. The scaling dimension of the operators in each family are
Scaling dimensions for t ⊥ = 0 forward scattering
The above scaling dimensions dramatically simplify in the case when the forward scattering parameters can be taken at t ⊥ = 0. We find
where the Luttinger parameters are
IV. WEAK COUPLING PHASE DIAGRAM
In this section, we discuss the different phases of the SO ladder at 1/3 effective filling, as seen from a weak coupling (i.e., smallḡ i ) perspective. In this approach, the phases are determined by which operators are the most relevant in the RG sense. For most operators, we restrict ourselves to an analysis first order inḡ i where RG (ir)relevancy is determined by the scaling dimensions [see Eq. (38)]. As noted at Eq. (39), this works whenḡ i is small while ∆ i is sufficiently away from 2. Forḡ s 1σ , however, when the bare value (i.e., microscopically determined value before the RG) is small we have ∆ s 1 ≈ 2 (unless interactions are not weak and are suitably anisotropic in leg space). Thus, O s 1σ requires a second order RG treatment. (We also note that for certain sixfermion terms, given that theirḡ i is already second order in interactions, one may worry that first order RG may not suffice if the (2 − ∆ i )ḡ i andḡ jḡk terms in Eq. (39) give comparable contributions due toḡ j andḡ k being first order in interactions. However, we did not find that such scenario would occur.
In what follows we will first start from weak interactions and combine first order RG forḡ i =ḡ s 1σ with a second order RG approach to O s 1σ . This will provide a starting point from which the qualitative landscape and competition of various phases may be discussed.
We will also find that the appearance of the FTI phase requires going beyond the weakly interacting regime. This prompts us to approach our phase diagrams using two complementary perspectives: in terms of microscopics for weak interactions and the Luttinger parameters K ρ and K β beyond this regime (and in this case work to linear order in t ⊥ as discussed in Sec. III D).
We first discuss the case of vanishing interspin interactions, and consider both the case of tunable SU(2) symmetry breaking in leg space and a rigidly SU(2) symmetric setting. In order to characterize the different phases, we will begin by introducing order parameters, which differentiate between the different quasi-long-range orders (QLRO).
A. Vanishing interspin interaction
In the context of spin-decoupled (or spinless) ladders, the possible local, fermion bilinear order parameters include 94,95 the particle number conserving order parameters
and the superconducting order parameters
Here τ µ , µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 is the identity matrix (µ = 0) and the three Pauli matrices in the space of leg degrees of freedom of the ladder. In terms of the low energy theory, given by the four Fermi points in the system, these order parameters have the structure (see also Appendix E)
where
and O α µ,σ (x) are slowly varying operators. A similar expansion holds for the superconducting order parameters. (The bosonized expressions of the order parameters are given in Appendix E.)
The order parameter O 0,σ measures the total particle density per spin and thus a nonvanishing expectation value of O α =0 0,σ indicates the presence of a charge density wave for the spin projection σ. We denote this type of order as CDW. The order parameter O 1,σ measures bond densities: in terms of the single particle states |I and |II of a given rung, O 1,σ measures the density of τ 1 eigenstates |I ± |II , i.e., of bonding and anti-bonding orbitals. Hence O The order parameter S 0,σ ∼ c †1
x,σ c †2
x+a,σ indicates the presence of orbital singlet pairing order (i.e., singlet in leg space, for a given value of σ). Similarly, the order parameters S µ =0,σ describe the three orbital triplet order parameters.
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It is important to note that due to the incommensurability of lattice and the particle density, umklapp terms are absent, and hence the system is not completely gapped in any region. Instead, we start with a gapless theory with central charge c = 4 (a single fermionic chain has c = 1, so c = 2 per spin) and, in the presence of cosine terms, end up with either a c = 4 or a partially gapped c = 2 system. Some of these c = 2 systems can be characterised in terms of the O α =0 µ,σ or S µ,σ order parameters, with the gap related to the order parameter amplitude fluctuation, and the gapless sector describing fluctuations of its phase, i.e., the Goldstone mode for, e.g., spontaneous breaking of translation symmetry (of the low energy continuum theory, due to working with fillings away from lattice commensurability). For our quasi-1D quantum system, these Goldstone modes preclude the appearance of true long-range order, and allow at most QLRO, where certain O α µ,σ or S µ,σ correlators decay as power laws. When more than one order parameter is QLRO, the phases may be characterized by which of these has the dominant (i.e., slowest decaying) correlation function. A complementary c = 2 case, partially gapped by O σ FTI , will be identified with the FTI precursor. In this case, the O (42), which serves to find the first order correction in the forward scattering parameters to the scaling dimensions for any operator, we find the regions
where relevancy is understood in terms of first order RG. it is delimited by a line below the V s = V partial gap boundary, the parameters flow toḡ In preparation for the discussion of the FTI phase (which, as noted above, requires going beyond weak interactions), in the bottom panel of Fig. 5 we also indicate and extrapolate our findings of the c = 4 Luttinger liquid and O s 1σ partial gap regions in terms of a (first order in t ⊥ ) bare Luttinger parameter diagram, together with an extrapolated weak interaction coordinate grid and SU (2) invariant line. We also show the horizontal line at K β = 1 above which ∆ s 1 > 2; if the O s 1σ gap develops in this region, it is due to the interdependence ofḡ s 1σ and K β ( i.e., forward and backscattering) as captured by second order RG. As this diagram is to first order in t ⊥ , the boundary of the O s 1σ region is the leg-SU(2) invariant line.
FTI precursor phase
As seen from the bottom panel of Fig. 5 , for O σ FTI to be relevant (∆ FTI < 2) one needs K ρ 0.4 (the precise value depends on K β ). To achieve this, interactions of already moderate spatial range suffice, provided they are sufficiently strong: e.g., K ρ 0.25 is known to be achievable already with next-nearest-neighbor couplings.
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Alternatively, interactions may be weak but long-range (which, due to the large long-wavelength Fourier component, again translates into strong interactions in the continuum description).
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One may wonder, however, whether ∆ FTI < 2 may at all be informative in this regime away from weak interactions, given that (the bare value of) some of theḡ s i are not small here. As we now discuss, even in this case, a number of conclusions may be drawn, provided one works with sufficiently weak t ⊥ . Although these conclusions will be motivated by extrapolating our weak coupling RG results, they are based on the behavior near the SU(2) symmetric line and thus likely persist beyond weak interactions, at least to first order in t ⊥ : at that order, the flows of O s 1σ and other terms that conserve the particle number in each leg are expected to remain uncoupled from those ∝ t ⊥ , such asḡ FTI , because a linear in t ⊥ correction cannot conserve leg-particle number. For t ⊥ sufficiently small, one can, therefore first consider the t ⊥ = 0 system and assess its low energy physics, and then add the FTI term to that as a weak perturbation.
We thus begin by summarizing the behavior for t ⊥ = 0, 95 based on which, upon adding small t ⊥ , a picture where O s 1σ and O σ FTI compete emerges. (We will formulate our t ⊥ = 0 picture focusing on O s 1σ , though strictly speaking one should consider all leg-particle number conserving terms given that their bare g i are not small. An a posteriori and numerical justification will be given in the intermediate discussion, Sec. IV A 3, below.) For K β > 1 on (above) the SU(2) invariant line in terms of its bare value,ḡ s 1σ flows towards zero while K β flows towards (a value larger than) unity. Conversely, for K β initially below the SU(2) symmetric line,ḡ s 1σ flows towards strong coupling and thus O s 1σ opens a gap. (The parameter K ρ does not flow to first order in t ⊥ .) In the latter case, this interleg O s 1σ gap will dominate the physics, even if small t ⊥ is introduced and even if at low energies K β and K ρ are where ∆ FTI < 2.
For O σ FTI to be able to govern the behavior, i.e., for an FTI precursor to arise, the t ⊥ = 0 system should flow to smallḡ s 1σ , and to values of K β , K ρ such that ∆ FTI < 2 and ∆ s 1 ≥ 2. From that point on, the FTI term can be treated by a weak coupling RG, with now the smallness ofḡ FTI being controlled by t ⊥ and the smallness ofḡ s 1σ
arising from the preceding RG flow.
From the behavior of the t ⊥ = 0 system, we thus find that the emergence of an FTI precursor requires that, in terms of the bare Luttinger parameter map, the line of SU(2)-invariant interactions intersect the ∆ FTI < 2 region. This may be already possible for the V
⊥ case with tunable SU(2) symmetry breaking, but due to our bare K ρ,β -to-microscopics relations being limited to weak interactions, assessing this is outside the scope of our methods, and would be an interesting subject for future (e.g., density matrix renormalization group) investigations.
FTI precursor in the SU(2) invariant U-V model
To overcome this limitation, we now turn to the rigidly
This is the well known U -V model. 95 By varying U and V , one may now change K ρ and (the bare) K β independently, while keeping interactions SU(2) invariant. This, combined with the next-nearest neighbor nature of the interactions, allows one 95 to reach K ρ 0.25, K β > 1 for sufficiently strong repulsive interactions. The t ⊥ = 0 system, owing to its SU(2) symmetry, will flow toḡ s 1σ → 0 and K β → 1, and perturbing it with weak t ⊥ will allow the low energy physics to be governed by O σ FTI at strong coupling. This U -V model scenario thus provides a case where the FTI phase may arise.
In the FTI phase, O σ FTI open a partial gap in the spectrum and leave behind two chiral modes corresponding to the edge modes of a FQH state at filling fraction 1/3 for each spin; the central charge is thus c = 2. As a consequence of time reversal symmetry, different spin projections have different chiralities. These helical gapless modes are the precursors of FTI edge modes. The dominant order parameters, with power law correlations, are of BDW and OAF type. The rest exhibit exponential decay. The existence of these power law correlations for the local order parameters can be understood as a consequence of the quasi-one dimensional nature of the system. As shown in the Appendix E, the BDW and OAF order parameters contain contributions from counterpropagating gapless edge modes, which can be connected by a local operator in the quasi-one dimensional system.
Intermediate discussion and comparison to FQH ladders
Our findings in the case of vanishing interspin interactions may be contrasted to results on spinless fermion ladders under a magnetic flux. An exhaustive analysis of different phases was carried out in Ref. 102 , focusing on the case that both single particle bands are partially filled. This is a regime complementary to our analysis, where the upper band is empty and the bottom band is partially filled with the density tied to the flux, keeping a constant filling factor. Nevertheless, while a FQH precursor (the spinless counterpart of the FTI precursor) phase is absent in Ref. 102 due to the different filling, similar density wave and Luttinger liquid phases have been found for small interactions.
A study of a (spinless) fermion ladder system in a magnetic field at ν = 1/3 has been performed in Ref. 25 , using phenomenological bosonization with higher harmonics in Eq. (27) . Using first order RG (i.e., based on scaling dimensions), it was found that for sufficiently strong leg-space-SU(2) The ultimate content of the t ⊥ = 0 RG picture underlying the scenario we presented for the weak-t ⊥ -emergence of the FTI phase is that interactions exist for which, at sufficiently low energies, the t ⊥ = 0 system is described by a (weakly perturbed) c = 4 Luttinger liquid with K ρ and K β (which may significantly differ from their bare value) in the region where only O σ FTI is RG relevant. Numerical results confirm that for the U -V and other moderately long-range interacting models, low energy physics with K ρ 0.25 and K β ≈ 1 [the latter due to SU(2) invariant interactions] is achievable.
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At nonzero energies, as encompassed by a corresponding cutoff scale E c , the weak perturbations to this Luttinger liquid will at t ⊥ = 0 generically include all terms compatible with symmetries including leg-particlenumber conservation, with cutoff dependent coupling constantsḡ i (E c ). The statement of Luttinger liquid low energy physics amounts to these being RG irrelevant, i.e.,ḡ i (E c → 0) = 0. Near leg-SU(2) invariance, due to ∆ s 1 = 2K β ≈ 2, the most important of these isḡ s 1σ , which is why we focused on this in our discussion of the case away from weak interactions in Sec. IV A 1 and IV A 2.
For the weak t ⊥ picture of the emergence of the FTI phase, i.e., a Luttinger liquid now also weakly perturbed by O σ FTI , to be legitimate, one 
Finally, it is worth mentioning that our analysis also applies to 1D spinful electron systems for which the ladder flux translates to spin-orbit coupling and t ⊥ to a Zeeman energy. 52 Such systems have been proposed to host fractional helical liquids, 91 (the phase corresponding to the Laughlin precursor), based on which parafermion modes with potential utility for quantum computation may be created. Taking into account the competition from O s 1σ we observed may facilitate achieving the prerequisite fractional helical liquid state.
B. Including interspin interactions
Once interspin interactions are added, the previous phase diagram is modified. As our main interest is the exploration of possible FTI precursor phases, we focus on the K β ≥ 1, K ρ 0.4 region of the phase diagram where the FTI precursor may arise in absence of interspin interactions and study the competition of interspin interactions and the FTI term. A more complete exploration of the full phase diagram is left for a future study.
Upon including interspin interactions, all the operators O d j , with j = {1, 6} have to be considered in the analysis of RG relevance. In the FTI precursor regime of same-spin interactions, we find that the most relevant interspin operators are the pair O (66) . This implies that the FTI operator can still grow larger under RG and hit the high energy cutoff scale v F /a before the other operators' coupling would grow comparable. Physically this corresponds to the FTI operator having opened a gap; the interspin operators are perturbations for the low energy theory of the remaining gapless FTI edge modes. An estimate of the boundaries can be found by identifying the bare couplings corresponding to which theg FTI 
whereg * i is the bare value of the coupling i. A diagram of the different phases is shown in Fig. 6 .
The conclusions above are not influenced significantly by the second order interspin terms Eqs. (69) (70) (71) (72) (73) (74) (75) (76) . These operators can be separated into two families, each with a single scaling dimension ∆ I,II [see Eqs. (79) and (80) The characterization of the phases involved in the competition described by Eq. (89) and Fig. 6 requires a family of order parameters with both leg and spin degrees of freedom. In the regions of our interest, the dominant order parameters conserve particle number. The possible such local fermion bilinears now include 94, 95 O µ,λ,x = β,β ,σ,σ c †β
Here in addition to the τ µ matrices in leg space that appeared previously in (84), we also use the matrices σ λ that denote the identity matrix (λ = 0) and the three Pauli matrices (λ = 1, 2, 3) in spin space. In terms of the low energy theory, we now have 
for i = 5, 6. For weak interspin interactions, ifḡ 
withΨ σ = (ψ σ,1,L , ψ σ,2,R ) T and Ψ σ = (ψ σ,1,R , ψ σ,2,L ) T . Note that ψ ↑,β,η and ψ ↓,β,η are predominantly on different legs, hence the OAF order parameter in Eq. (93) is defined such that it is antiphase between spins for λ = 0 and in phase for λ = 3.
In bosonization terms, we have
The O Due to the left/right mover and valley structure of Ψ, the TR transformation of the fields is implemented by T Ψ σ T −1 = σ (iσ 2 ) σ σ τ 1 Ψ σ . Therefore, τ 1,2 and σ 0 are TR even, while σ 3 is TR odd. In the regionḡ that there is no true TR breaking in the sense that there is no local order parameter, just QLRO). In the region g 
V. STRONG COUPLING ANALYSIS
In the FTI (precursor) phase, the O σ FTI operator opens a gap in the excitation spectrum. In what follows we will be interested in working deep in this (partially) gapped phase, focusing on energies much below the FTI gap. Before turning to this strong coupling analysis, we first establish the typical energy scale of the FTI gap.
Starting from weak coupling,g FTI grows exponentially with the scaling parameter in the FTI phase, where O σ FTI is relevant. In terms of first order RG (and ignoring the flow of K β due to O s 1σ ), the scale 1 [see Eq. (38) ] where this coupling becomes of order one is
where, as before,g * FTI is the bare value of the FTI coupling. At this RG scale, the argument of O σ FTI is largely pinned to one of the minima of the corresponding cosine, with fluctuations being costly in energy. This physics can be described by expanding the cosine around this minimum, truncating the expansion up to second order. This introduces a mass scale in the quadratic part of the Hamiltonian, implementing the opening of the FTI gap. The gap at this scale is given by m FTI ( 1 ) ∼ v a √ 2πK eff with v and K eff being the renormalized velocity and the effective Luttinger parameter of the hard modes respectively, obtained by decoupling the interaction between the hard and the soft modes, and a is the short distance cutoff of the renormalized theory. 95 In terms of the forward scattering parameters, they read (see Appendix H)
where we have introduced the g-parameters
In the region where the O σ FTI are the most relevant operators K eff < 1. The gap generated by O σ FTI has units of energy, so it scales with as m FTI ( 1 ) ∼ e 1 m FTI (0) with m FTI (0) the bare gap. This provides a crude, leading order RG based, estimate
where a now is the short distance cutoff at scale = 0. Though based on taking the weak coupling RG out of its domain of validity, such estimates are known to capture certain essential qualitative features, e.g., that the gap depends on the bare couplingg * FTI through a power law. 95 In what follows we will be focusing on the regime of momenta and frequencies small compared to the gap, which corresponds to the high energy cutoff of the low energy theory. This implies that we can project out the high energy processes, which create excitations of the order the FTI gap (or larger). After the projection, the resulting operators constitute perturbations to the low energy FTI sector formed by the precursor FTI edge modes. Depending on the RG scaling dimensions, the FTI edge modes may be robust against these perturbations or they may become gapped. We first concentrate in the case of vanishing interspin interaction.
A. Decoupled spin limit
In the strong coupling limit of the FTI phase, the fields
are pinned to the minimum of the cosine potential. This implies that those modes became massive, i.e. it costs energy ∼ m FTI ( 1 ) to excite them. In the decoupled spins regime, we focus on the region where the operators O s 1σ are irrelevant while the FTI operator flows to strong coupling. As we discussed previously in section III E 2, higher order terms are more irrelevant than O s 1σ in terms of the weak coupling analysis. All these terms can be present in a strong coupling description, with arbitrarily small coupling strengths. In the analysis of this section we consider the largest of those, which corresponds to O 
together with H σ FTI = dxḡ FTI cos( √ 4πθ gσ ), and
The Klein factors of these operators are given explicitly in Appendix C. They do not play a role in the following discussion. Here we introduced the fields Ω T σ = (ϕ gσ , θ gσ ,φ Lσ ,φ Rσ ) which form a natural choice of basis in the FTI phase. Their relation to our original fields φ σ,β,η is given by
The forward scattering matrix that determines the Gaussian part of the Hamiltonian isM = U T M U with M = v The commutator of these fields is given by
with theK matrix being explicitlỹ
The charge density per spin is given by
For FQH and topological insulator states theK matrix is known to encode topological data, which directly determine the commutator structure of the edge modes. In our case, the modesφ L,R are seen to obey the commutator relations corresponding to FTI edge modes at 1/3 To obtain a low energy description in the strong coupling regime, we project out the massive sector. To perform the projection, we first consider the situation of vanishing H σ 1 (i.e g s 1 = 0). In this case, the low energy theory is obtained upon a quadratic expansion of the cosine term in H σ 1 around one of the minima, and integrating out the massive degrees of freedom. It is important to note that different minima are physically equivalent: the compactness of the microscopic fields 3 ϕgσ creates a θ gσ profile connecting second neighbor minima (Fig. 7) ,
That is, it creates a (double) kink. Due to the equivalence of the different minima, this is a local object.
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This object has charge Q = dxρ σ = − Physically, one expects that due to the "bulk" quasiparticles that appear in the phase where the FTI term is dominant, H 2 /m FTI ( 1 ) and their most RG relevant contribution corresponds to density-density interactions between the right and left mover "edge" modes of the FTI precursor phase in the low energy description. Although these can modify the effective Luttinger parameters of the low energy theory, they do not open a gap for the FTI "edge" modes. This implies that (at least to second order ing Defining the new basis of soft bosonic fields
the forward interaction matrix in the gapless sector becomes diagonal. In this new basis, the low energy theory splits into two uncoupled Luttinger liquids, described by the Hamiltonian H s↑ and H s↓ , with
In terms of the forward scattering parameters, the velocity v s and the Luttinger parameter K are respectively v s = 10 9 (v F + a 1 ) 2 − b 2 1 and
where a 1 = 1 20π (f 11 + 4(f 22 − f 12 )) and b 1 = 1 20π (g 11 + 4(g 22 − g 12 )). In the region of parameters considered, the Luttinger parameter is K 3/2, indicating a strong interedge interaction. The fieldsφ sσ andθ sσ are conjugates, and satisfy the commutation relations
B. Including interspin interactions
In the case with nonzero interspin interactions, there are many operators that appear. To first order in the interspin interaction they are given by Eqs. (44) to (53) . The high energy projection analysis is similar to the decoupled case, with the important difference that the forward scattering matrix couples all the fields. The quadratic part of the Hamiltonian is now
while the nonlinear contributions are
The vector of fields Ω = (Ω h , Ω s ) contains the hard (Ω h ) and soft modes (Ω s ). They are given by Ω h = (ϕ g↑ , θ g↑ , ϕ g↓ , θ g↓ ) and Ω s = (φ L↑ ,φ R↑ ,φ L↓ ,φ R↓ ). The operators O i correspond to all the exponential operators considered in the previous discussion of scaling dimensions, apart from the FTI operators. The forward scattering matrix M is given by
where M ab encodes the forward scattering interaction between a and b sectors. The 4 × 4 matrices M ab are given in Appendix H. The commutation relations of the bosonic operators are given in Eq. (106). The exponential operators O i can be written in compact form as
with the vectors η i,↑↓ given by (130) with the Klein factors considered explicitly in Appendix C. In terms of the weak coupling analysis, the opera-
were the most relevant in RG sense. After the projection performed above, both operators survive. Among them, the more relevant is O d 6,proj in terms of the low energy description of the FTI dominated phase. The second order operators (69) to (76) are less relevant in RG sense according to the weak coupling analysis of the previous section. Now we are concerned with the strong coupling regime, where these operators have flowed under RG as well. Writing them in the basis of fields Ω, we find that they also create high energy excitations as the processes considered above, and hence, to first order in their coupling constant, do not contribute after the low energy projection. We thus concentrate on the effect of O 
We see that this operator corresponds to correlated quasiparticle backscattering between opposite edges of the FTI precursor, with one backscattering factor for each spin component.
Projecting out the massive modes θ gσ of the FTI precursor following the steps discussed in the previous section, the quadratic Hamiltonian of the soft modes takes the form
The soft-mode commutators are given by [φ ησ (x), ∂ yφη σ (y)] = i 3 2 ηδ σσ δ ηη δ(x − y) while the forward scattering matrix is in terms of the forward scattering parameters. This quadratic Hamiltonian can be diagonalized defining the new bosonic fields
In this new basis, the Hamiltonian (132) splits into two uncoupled Luttinger liquids, described by the Hamiltonian H + and H − , where
with v ± = 10 9
(v F + a 1 ± β 1 ) 2 − (b 1 ± β 2 ) 2 and
Here K is the Luttinger parameter for vanishing interspin interactions (112), x = 
It follows from here that the projected operator (131) has scaling dimension ∆ will open a gap m low in the low energy theory, as it backscatters quasiparticles between the two edges.
We can estimate the value of the gap m low compared to the gap of the FTI precursor by applying a logic analogous to the one leading to Eq. (100). We find (138) where we used that the high energy cutoff v/a (with v of the order of v ± ) is to be interpreted as m FTI ( 1 ), the FTI gap at scale 1 relative to the weak coupling RG starting point.
The coupling strengthg 
Using these two previous relations, we find the ratio between the gap of the FTI precursor to the gap induced by O d 6,proj to be
) .
(140) As long as the ratio m low mFTI 1, it is sensible to talk about an FTI precursor state. A qualitative diagram including both the weak coupling and the strong coupling analysis is given in Fig. 8 .
VI. PERTURBATION AWAY FROM THE INVERSION SYMMETRIC POINT
So far we have ignored the effect of SO coupling that breaks S z symmetry. We analyze the consequences of including such process in this section. For small SO coupling
(141) the single particle band structure is only slightly modified compared to the case of vanishing α so . This modification is sketched in Fig. 9 . By a direct computation, we find that the original Fermi momenta
for α so = 0 to , for non vanishing perpendicular SO coupling. This implies that the operator that induces the FTI precursor still conserves momentum in the presence of small α so SO coupling for the exact same effective 1/3 per helicity. A non-zero α so nevertheless breaks inversion symmetry, so we cannot obtain closed expressions for the Luttinger parameters. For α so = 0, it is always possible to fix the Fermi energy to satisfy the requirement of momentum conservation that gives rise to the FTI operator, as long as the combinations ofα = α so /t, the Fermi energyẼ F = E F /t, the interleg tunnellingt ⊥ = t ⊥ /t given by
reside inside the simplex shown in Fig. 10 . A detailed derivation of this is given in the Appendix I.
VII. TR BREAKING EXTERNAL PERTURBATIONS
Having established the existence of the FTI precursor phase, we can consider its stability against TR symmetry breaking perturbations. The findings of Ref. 103 based on a phenomenological FTI edge model suggest that the system may display a degree of robustness against weak TR symmetry breaking, and that moderately strong TR breaking perturbations may be used to probe the FTI phase. Here we show when such robustness may arise in terms of microscopic interactions, and suggest a quantised signature of the FTI precursor. The physical ori-gin of TR breaking depends on the particular realization of the system. In solid state realizations, it may correspond to a Zeeman field (due to external magnetic field or arising, e.g., from coupling to a ferromagnet), while in cold atomic realizations where TR symmetry is synthetic (e.g., is based on conditions on the optical coupling, 43, [46] [47] [48] 51, 59, 60, 63 ) it may arise from the appropriate detuning from the TR symmetric point.
A simple example of TR symmetry breaking is that of an impurity that allows for the hybridization of Kramers pairs. The perturbation that couples Kramers pairs corresponds to the backscattering of electrons at one "edge" of the FTI precursor. The electron operator of chirality η and spin σ in the FTI precursor phase corresponds to
The backscattering between Kramers pairs thus corresponds to
This operator has scaling dimension
The Luttinger parameters K ± are defined in Eq. (136). For a single impurity, the first order RG equation for the backscattering coupling constant is
As shown in Fig. 11 , for a considerable part of the FTI phase we have ∆ imp > 1 which means that the FTI precursor can be made robust against such a TR breaking perturbation. In particular, for vanishing interspin coupling, this operator is irrelevant for all values of interaction, as K ± = K and 3 2 (K + K −1 ) ≥ 3. Analogous robustness against perturbations seemingly at odds with a topological phase has also been noticed for strongly interacting integer topological insulator edge modes. 104 Including the interspin interaction so that K ± are split, the magnetic impurity operator can become relevant. The required values of x and y in Eq. (136), however correspond to strong interspin interactions.
Spatially extended forms of TR breaking perturbations can also be considered. In this case, the RG equation is analogous to Eq. (38) , and irrelevancy in the RG sense requires ∆ imp > 2. A similar equation also holds for the case of an spatially extended region with magnetic impurities of random coupling strength; RG irrelevancy in this case requires ∆ imp > 3/2. These, more stringent, criteria can also be satisfied in a nonvanishing part of the FTI precursor phase, as shown in Fig. 11 .
A. TR symmetry-breaking-based Thouless pump
While the presence of a large region with ∆ imp < 2 may seem as a shortcoming, its existence can be exploited to obtain quantized signatures of the FTI precursor, as we now discuss. Our suggestion is based on the observation of Ref. 103 that when a TR breaking perturbation like Eq. (147) gaps an FTI edge over a spatially extended region, gradually shifting the phase of the coupling by π to rotate it from a starting configuration to its timereversed conjugate, 1 2 ν charge is pumped between the ends of the rotated perturbed region.
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In the case of the FTI precursor, we find that due to the quasi-one dimensional nature of the system and the existence of the FTI precursor phase, the process that can gap the edge appears at third order in perturbation theory. By carefully controlling the phase in the coupling between the different spin projections, it is possible to induce a charge pumping of 1 6 , as in the edge of a true 2D FTI.
It must be noted that we do not assume in the following that the interspin interactions vanish, instead we assume that the FTI precursor phase exists and the FTI gap is the largest scale, and that the perturbations considered in this section have sufficiently large amplitudes so that they control the gap of the FTI edge modes. This allows for small interspin interactions (in a similar sense to that in Sec. V B) to be still present.
Specifically, we introduce two microscopic perturbations corresponding to same spin and interspin processes. The same-spin perturbation that we consider,
preserves time reversal symmetry. This perturbation corresponds to a modulation of the density along leg I and generates backscattering between modes within the same spin projection on that same leg. The interspin perturbation that we consider,
explicitly breaks TR symmetry by effectively implementing Zeeman terms of magnitude M i and along the σ 1 direction for leg II and in the σ 1 − σ 2 plane in an angle set by χ for leg I. In what follows, we assume that N i and M i extend over a length L TR and that the strength of the backscattering potential N i is larger than that of the TR breaking terms M i . After diagonalization of the single particle Hamiltonian, projecting to the lower band, and discarding the H N,M induced forward scattering terms as they do not open a gap, we just consider the Fourier components at ka = nΦ 3 , (n = 1, 4) of the potentials N (x),M (x) in the continuum which provide the momentum necessary to backscatter the low energy modes. Using the bosonized expressions for the fermionic operators at the Fermi points, the potential term becomes
2πa dx. The Zeeman terms become
where the amplitude is, assuming for simplicity that the potential M (x) is an even function
(154) andχ does not vanish and that tunnelling between the legs of the ladder is nonzero. Note that due to the nonvanishing tunnelling between the legs of the ladder, even focusing on a particular leg (I) produces terms involving the other (II), but with parametrically small strength.
In the FTI precursor phase, these perturbations are suppressed by the existence of the FTI gap m FTI , as they generate bulk excitations. This occurs in a way similar to the process (103) . Performing the projection of high energy states, all the backscattering processes do not contribute at first or second order. At third order, the only processes that does not vanish after projecting out the high energy degrees of freedom are
. Note that the main contribution to this effective amplitude is first order in the TR breaking process. In the region where this term is relevant (regions II, III and IV in Fig. 11 ) and/or has sufficiently large coupling g σ MG compared to g d 6 to control the gap of the FTI edge modes, it will also control the (χ σ 21 dependent) value to where of the field combinatioñ φ R,σ +φ L,σ is locked.
Pumping protocol
Once the edge has been gapped according the procedure described above, it is possible to manipulate the configuration to create a domain wall trapping 1/6 charge (i.e., particle density integrated across the domain wall).
The edge mode combinationθ σ =φ R,σ +φ L,σ is locked into a minimum that depends on the angleχ σ 21 throughout the region of length L TR (that can correspond to the whole length of the ladder as well). This angle can in principle be manipulated by rotating the leg I Zeeman term in Eq. (151) to change the parameter χ . By adiabatically advancing the angle χ (see also Fig. 12 ) to its TR conjugate value χ+π in a segment of size L DW within the region of length L TR , two domain walls are created separated by a distance ∼ L DW . We note that, although χ governs bothχ (Fig. 13 right) and thus the phase ofθ ↓ returns to its original value. As a result, in terms of the FTI edges, the domain walls arise only in one of these, the other one returns to being uniformly gapped along the length L TR . The appealing feature of being able to advanceχ ↑ 21 only with our protocol is a physically intuitive consequence of the rotating part of the microscopic perturbation Eq. (151) being concentrated in one leg, and that of the tunnelling being small.
The charge accumulated in the domain walls is conveniently obtained using the bosonization language. Recalling that in the FTI phase the charge density per edge is given by
the accumulated charge across a domain wall, is given by δq = dom. wall
as the locking values for the field combination √ 4π(φ L↑ + φ R↓ ) at the two sides of a domain wall differ by ±π. Our protocol thus pumps charge 1/6 between the two domain walls per half-cycle (defined such that a full cycle corresponds to χ → χ + 2π, i.e., returning the Zeeman fields to the original configuration).
FIG. 12. (Color online)
A TR breaking perturbation can gap out a pair of edge modes. This mechanism locks the field θ ↑ to a value tracking the angle χ of the rotating Zeeman term (illustrated by the ribbon of vertical bars) between the fermions to the left of the diagram. Upper box: initial gapping configuration, corresponding to a constant χ throughout the edge. Lower box: adiabatically changing the value of χ within a sector of the gapped edge produces a domain wall, represented by the twisted ribbon. A domain wall between TR conjugate configurations has 1/6 fractional charge, corresponding to the excess accumulated particle density depicted in red.
Although this signature of the topological phase can be seen in principle, clearly the quasi-one dimensional nature of the system conspires against the existence of a truly topological ordered state. In the next section we provide some arguments towards the stabilization of the true topological system by coupling FTI precursor states. 
VIII. EXTENSION TOWARDS A 2D SYSTEM
As we have seen, a key process competing against the emergence of the FTI precursor is the backscattering between "opposite" FTI edges. One may hope that upon extending the ladder towards a 2D system, such processes may be suppressed. By considering a multileg ladder system consisting of several FTI precursors coupled together, we show that this is indeed the case. While a microscopic description for such multileg ladders is beyond the scope of this work, we will, in the spirit of the coupled wire constructions, 29, 30 show that if a process between neighboring ladders can be generated that dominates over the intra-ladder quasiparticle backscattering and suitably gaps the neighbouring "edge" modes, the quasiparticle backscattering that survives is exponentially suppressed in the number of ladders.
We start by considering two copies of the FTI precursors, labelled I and II (see Fig. 14) . We assume that an inter-ladder process can be generated that pins the combination of fields θ link,σ =φ Rσ,I +φ Lσ,II .
The conjugate field to θ link,σ is given by
Deep in the gapped phase as described in the strong coupling section, a quasiparticle can tunnel from one edge of the FTI precursor to the other via the process O d 6,proj . Once the gap is opened between the two FTI precursor copies forming a larger correlated state, we have to project out the high energy degrees of freedom of the low energy theory. To do so, we first write the backscattering operators in terms of the massive degrees of freedom
These processes now create high energy excitations involving solitons in the FTI precursor phase, which have energy of the order of the gap. By projecting out these high energy states, the operators above do not contribute to first order in the interspin interaction couplingg 6,proj creates processes that survive the high energy projection, in particular
This projected operator corresponds to correlated quasiparticle tunnelling between the edges of the extended system. The prefactor of this operator is g
qp ∼ (g 
which decreases exponentially in the transversal size of the 2D system, as expected. This exponential decrease of the coupling with the transversal size of the system helps to stabilize the FTI phase, as the competing order induced by O d 6 becomes negligible. In terms of the ratio between the gaps generated by both terms, we find that m low /m → 0 as N increases. 
IX. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this work we have analysed the physics of SO ladders focusing on the possibility of creating a precursor of an FTI phase. Given the quasi one-dimensional nature of the system, we could take an analytical, microscopically motivated approach, providing a complementary perspective to numerics on small 2D systems 32, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] and phenomenological constructions. 80, 82, 106 We considered a microscopic TR invariant Hamiltonian, describing a spinful two leg ladder with interactions and SO coupling. The SO coupling generates an effective flux ±Φ of opposite sign for opposite spins and we focused on the case of a fractional effective filling ν = 1/3 per spin.
To locate the region of the parameter space where the FTI precursor may appear, we first investigated the spindecoupled case, i.e., when the z component of the spin is conserved and interspin interactions vanish. In this case the physics is equivalent to that of interacting spinless fermion ladders in a magnetic flux at ν = 1/3 filling, or equivalently, 1D spinful fermions with spin-orbit coupling and Zeeman fields, both systems of considerable interest, in part due to the possibility of Laughlin precursor states, [24] [25] [26] [27] and fractional helical liquids (of potential utility for quantum computation), 91 respectively. Our results include novel findings pertinent already to these cases, originating in the interrelation of forward and backscattering parameters highlighted by our microscopic and symmetry analysis. Using a weak coupling RG approach and considering weak interleg tunnelling t ⊥ , we found three phases: a fully gapless Luttinger liquid with dominant BDW, OAF or triplet superconducting QLRO; a phase characterized by an interleg partial gap (the leg analogue of the familiar spin-gap in spinful 1D fermion systems) displaying RDW, CDW or singlet superconducting QLRO; and the FTI (Laughlin) precursor phase. A key consequence of the aforementioned interrelation is that for repulsive interactions whose leg-SU(2) invariance holds only along a line in parameter space, the phase with interleg partial gap may extend into the entire area of interactions on one side of this SU(2) invariant line; this interleg-gap area may overlap, or even entirely cover, the region where the FTI operator is relevant according to first order RG, depending on the nature of microscopic interactions. This shows that to achieve the FTI phase, interactions must be such that the SU(2) invariant line intersects the FTI relevancy region, in which case suitable interaction anisotropy can largely eliminate the interleg-gap competition. Alternatively, we also found that the FTI precursor may arise in systems with U -V model interactions that are leg-SU(2) invariant throughout the parameter space. Further discussion of this spin-decoupled case is provided in Sec. IV A 3. The different phases of the spin-decoupled SO ladder are summarized in Fig. 5 .
With the FTI part of the spin-decoupled phase diagram identified, we performed a detailed study in this regime, first assessing the stability against interspin inter-actions. A weak coupling RG analysis shows that interspin interactions introduce competition against the FTI phase. This competition can result in three outcomes depending on the nature of the interspin interaction (attractive or repulsive), and its strength. For sufficiently small interspin interaction, the FTI phase survives. Increasing the interspin repulsion beyond a critical value, the system shows BDW and OAF QLRO order with combined orbital and spin structure that is odd under TR symmetry, indicating the onset of TR symmetry breaking. On the other hand, increasing the interspin attraction beyond a critical value, the system develops BDW and OAF QLRO consistent with TR symmetry. Thus, while influenced by the presence of interspin interactions, the FTI precursor persists in a significant part of the parameter space spanned by the interactions. The FTI and adjacent regions of the phase diagram in the presence of interspin interactions are depicted in Fig. 6 .
To obtain a perspective complementary to our weak coupling RG analysis, we have also examined the FTI precursor phase at strong coupling, i.e., its nature and stability from a starting point with an FTI partial gap. Here we found that in the absence of interspin interactions, the FTI phase is robust against the perturbation promoting the interleg gap. An emergent FTI precursor low energy physics is thus not incompatible with this competition. The presence of interspin interactions generates a process that leads to correlated backscattering of quasiparticles between the gapless edges and this does compete against the FTI precursor at strong coupling by promoting a tendency to open a gap for the FTI precursor edge modes. The FTI precursor can be viewed as being present only when this edge mode gap is negligible compared to the FTI gap. The resulting strong coupling phase diagram is shown in Fig. 8 .
We have also verified that the FTI precursor is robust against the inclusion of a small SO coupling that does not preserve the z component of the spin. However, large such SO couplings eliminate the term driving the system to the FTI phase. Regarding the particle density, while we focused on precisely ν = 1/3 filling, the FTI precursor is expected to be robust against small deviations from this value up to a commensurate-incommensurate transition.
24,95
For the case of nonzero interspin interactions and/or spin-z nonconserving SO coupling, our results complement exact diagonalization numerics on 2D FTIs.
32,35
While the ν = 2/3 per spin fermionic systems of Ref. 32 are more complicated (and expected to be less stable 31 ) than the ν = 1/3 Laughlin case we considered, the ν = 1/2 bosonic Laughlin study of Ref. 35 provides a closer comparison. It finds similar conditions for stability as our results, though with tolerance to stronger interspin interactions. This supports our coupled wire 29, 30 inspired considerations suggesting that the FTI precursor can become increasingly robust upon moving towards 2D via multileg ladders.
Motivated by the possibility to include TR breaking perturbations we have also studied how a fractional Thouless pump may be created. Using a protocol 103, 105 based on advancing the orientation of Zeeman-like terms to their TR conjugate configuration in an extended spatial region, we showed that ±1/6 charge is pumped between the corresponding domain walls as in the case of a true 2D FTI. This quantized signal of the topological nature of the FTI precursor state is remarkable in the view that owing to the quasi-1D nature of the system, true topological order is absent, as indicated by the existence of local order parameters displaying QLRO.
Ultracold atomic systems provide a natural platform for the experimental realization of FTI precursors due to existing schemes for imprinting large synthetic, including TR invariant, fluxes [41] [42] [43] [44] 46, [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] 75, 107 and the control of interactions. Here, challenging aspects include reaching the quantum degenerate regime combining fluxes with strong and/or long-range interactions, particularly in a way such that (degrees of freedom playing the role of) same spin species interact comparably or stronger than opposite spins. Recent experimental progress on quantum degenerate dipolar Fermi gases with synthetic SO coupling 108 may provide a promising starting point for achieving this.
The FTI precursors studied here may motivate new research on SO ladders and our work will provide useful guidance for such future investigations. A particularly interesting next step would be to study the strongly interacting regime from a fully microscopic perspective (e.g., using the density matrix renormalization group), which may confirm and refine the conditions we find for stabilizing the Laughlin and FTI precursor states, and demonstrate the quantized pumping signature we predict in numerical simulations. Looking ahead, the line of inquiry initiated here, in conjunction with such new studies and the rapid progress in ultracold atom systems, will hopefully lead to a clear path towards creating FTI precursor states, and ultimately 2D FTIs, in experiments.
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Concerning the high energy modes of the lower band, it is important to clarify their role in the renormalization of the interaction parameters. In particular we are interested in the FTI term which appears by considering second order processes in the interactions. Here we explore the effect of higher energy modes in a simplified model where we consider the following expansion of the fermion operator, that contains the previously discussed four branches, and a high energy mode ψ + i,σ describing the states around k = 0
and similarly for the opposite spin components. Note that although it is convenient to think of this splitting of the microscopic fermion fields in terms of branches as a linearisation around the Fermi points, conceptually it is possible to argue that by modifying the UV model, this branch decomposition becomes exact. This change in the UV does not affect the low energy description of the system. The main observation is then that to first order in the interaction, the matrix elements with respect to the original fermions are the same as the matrix elements of the interaction with respect to the branch splitted fermion.
Once we have split the fermion mode as discussed above, we consider a derivative expansion of the Hamiltonian for the band modes. For simplicity we consider the case α so = 0. This Hamiltonian is composed of two pieces, the kinetic term H kin and the interaction H int . In the continuum we have
for the kinetic energy of the fermions, where a 2 m −1
and µ eff = −t ⊥ + 2t sin 
where the fermion field c 
where δ δφ(x) is the functional derivative with respect to φ(x). Using this equation of motion to solve for the heavy field ψ + σ , and inserting back into the Hamiltonian, we find to first order in the inverse mass µ eff the Hamiltonian
The integration of the higher energy modes generates a renormalization of the interaction parameters at second order. It is also the responsible for the generation of the FTI term O σ FTI . This can be seen directly by expanding the interaction term using the decomposition (A1). Assuming a local interaction in the sense of Sec. III B, the expansion of the interaction generates many different terms. Writting explicitly just a few
where the ellipsis indicates that many more terms are generated, including the ones proportional to V This leads to
with B σ FTI given in (25) the operator that leads to the FTI phase. The whole prefactor is obtained considering all appropriate terms in the expansion above. It is written explicitly in (B5). This second order process can be visualized in Fig. 16 .
FIG. 16. (Color online)
The FTI process appears in second order in the interactions, after integrating out higher energy modes. Each process involving four fermions conserves momentum. The processes are depicted by black arrows.
Appendix B: Interaction strength of different cosine terms
In this section we discuss in detail the magnitude and sign of the prefactors corresponding to each cosine term considered in the main text that opens a gap. These operators are O 
where A is a prefactor that depends on the interaction parameters V s,d and V
s,d
⊥,i . To first order on the interaction strength, it is given by the expression (24) . Up to an overall positive combinatorial factor, we find that the operator O s 1σ appears in the Hamiltonian in the following form
where we have used theψ to denote that the field is evaluated at a different spatial point that ψ. In term of the slow fields R σ,a , L σ,a , to first order in the interaction parameters, using the expression (24), we find that this contribution is given byḡ
where the angles are α
We also find for the operators O 
The prefactor of the FTI operator is a little more difficult to obtain. Up to an overall combinatorial factor absorbed in t ⊥ below, the prefactor of O σ FTI is given, at second order in the interaction bȳ
(B5) To obtain this result, we have projected out the high energy single particle band. For weak t ⊥ , given that the FTI process is a single interleg tunnelling event dressed by interactions, we haveḡ FTI ∝ t ⊥ . This property is generic, valid also beyond the weakly interacting regime.
Appendix C: Klein factors
The fermionic fields ψ σ,α,η (x) = 
We use the ordering ↑<↓, 1 < 2, and L < R, in this order of prevalence. So for example 
The factor κ , with α 0 k defined below Eq. (10). The expressions above have been verified to display the correct behaviour in the limit of t ⊥ = 0, and also for the case V d ,⊥ = 0 of a spinless ladder. As we have discussed in Appendix A, including higher energy process renormalizes the interaction parameters. The effect of these renormalization corresponds to the O(V 2 ) terms appearing in the definition of the forward scattering parameters f mn , g mn , h mn andh mn .
Small interleg tunnelling t ⊥ /t 1
To gain further insight into the general phase diagram, and to simplify the relations between the different Luttinger liquid parameters, we focus on the reflection symmetric case. Reflection symmetry R acts on the low energy fermion branches ψ σ,α,η as Rψ σ,α,η (x)R −1 = ψ σ,α,η (−x). The phenomenological parameters of a reflection symmetric system satisfy w 11 = w 22 = w, with w = f, g, h,h. This is an exact symmetry for t ⊥ = 0, which receives corrections in the forward scattering matrix by terms of order (t ⊥ /t)
2 . This implies that we can consider this symmetry to be present when working up to and including terms of order t ⊥ /t. It is convenient to define the basis of charge and neutral modes per spin projection 
For a reflection symmetric system (assuming that TR and inversion are symmetries as well), the scaling dimension matrix Λ simplifies considerably. In the basis (D2) is given by Λ = 
which serves to show that there are no regions where the only relevant operator is the FTI term. To see this, let's assume that both ∆ β,− ) ≥ 1. Using Eq. (D5), we see that the FTI term will also be irrelevant. Working to first order in t ⊥ /t and using the microscopic interactions that we consider, the previous expressions simplify further. We find
withṼ s = V s (1 − cos Φ/3).
Small interleg tunnelling t ⊥ /t 1 modifies the scaling dimension matrix, which to first order in (t ⊥ /t) 2 becomes Λ = (1 + δU )(Λ 0 + δΛ)(1 − δU ), with the matrices δU and δΛ first order in (t ⊥ /t) 2 . Specifically we find δΛ 0 = 1 16π r=± P r ⊗ diag[ are first order in (t ⊥ /t) 2 .
Exact expressions for Luttinger parameters
Using the forward scattering matrix M defined in the text (Eqs. (33-34) ), we can obtain the Luttinger parameters for our system as follows. The forward scattering matrix M can be written as
where P ± = 1 2 (1 1 2 ± σ 1 ) is the projector onto the eigenvalue ±1 of the σ 1 Pauli matrix. This decomposition splits the matrix into two orthogonal subspaces that can be diagonalized independently the discrete transformations that permute the indices are where we also indicate that the action of the A and B transformations, together with the identity transformation form a discrete group of order four, isomorphic to the Klein group K 4 , while the identity and the transformation C are isomorphic to the Z 2 group. The scaling dimensions studied in the main text satisfy the relations ∆ where α ≡ b, b , η, η in the differences ∆k α = k For some values of the parameters of the single particle band spectrum it is impossible to fix the Fermi energy to have four Fermi points. In this appendix we explore the region of parameters where four Fermi points are possible. A subset of this region corresponds to the parameters where the Fermi points satisfy the momentum conservation condition.
The single particle band structure is given by the relation p ± (k) = 0, where p ± (k) is 
